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Abstract

This document explains the calibrations made to measure the delay between the beam passing
through BCTFI.400344 and the waveform acquisition made in cfc-hca4-saos12.

1 Introduction

Figure 1 gives a detailed view of the calibration chain from the beam passing through the BCT
until the GPS system, as implemented during the 2010 run. In this schema there are two GPS
receivers. One, the XLi, is able to generate a stable clock locked to GPS with a constant offset of
100ns and uncertainty of 20ns rms. This GPS provides a 10MHz and a PPS (Pulse Per Second)
reference to the SPS timing system. The second GPS receiver is a Septentrio PolarRX2e timing
GPS receiver clocked by a cesium clock (CS4000). The PolarRX2e accepts the GPS signal and
the high stability CS4000 10MHz signal to generate a timebase whose offset respect to GPS UTC
can be known a posteriori.

A general purpose timing receiver (CTRI) driven by the SPS timing, time tags the PPS
coming from the PolarRX2e with an accuracy of 1ns. This time tag is stored the long term
measurement database for the generation of a precise paper clock. A second CTRI in HCA442,
time tags the kicker pulse that sends the SPS beam towards TT40. We can write that the

The kicker pulse is also used to start an acquisition of the BCTFI.400344 waveform for 20us
at 1GS/s, which is as well stored in the long term database. The delay between the BCT and
the scope aquisition has been estimated with two different methods. One uses the CS4000 PPS
injected into the BCT calibration input and the other correlates the pick-ups and BCT waveforms
in HCA442. This document focuses on the latter method since it is much more precise.

2 BCT calibration with Pick-ups

An absolute delay calibration of BCTFI.400344 is difficult to implement due to its relative
complexity. In general the delay will depend on the beam position and the coil characteristics.
Lab measurements show discrepancies of the order of 10ns, depending on the measurement
setup. On the other hand, as suggested by the BI group, beam pick-ups are easy to model
as the voltage induced on them is mainly capacitive. Cable delays between HCA442 and the
pick-ups can be easily calculated using reflectometry at the 1ns level. The position between
the accelerator elements is known at the cm level. Nevertheless, the alignment of the bunches
between the pick-ups and the BCT is not obvious for the nominal CNGS beam. With the data
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Figure 1: CERN layout and BCT calibration chain.

taken for calibration there is a possible error of +/-10ns (2 bunches). It is much easier to do
this calibration with the new 100ns bunched beam, giving enough time to distinguish them. The
delay between the beam and the BCTFI.400344 acquisition has been performed by measuring
the time of flight between the BCT and pick-ups BPK.400099 and BPK.4000207.

2.1 Strip-line pick ups

The BPK consist of a strip-line that guides the wall inducted current into a coaxial cable. When
a proton bunch aproches the strip-line it induces a current parallel to its movement. When this
current arrives to the strip-line end it will find a discontinuity provoking a partial reflexion. The
following email from Rhodri Jones explains the BPK timing relationships.

*We can consider that the first signal is seen when the first proton from the bunch

is opposite the output (time T1).

*We can consider that the last signal is seen when the last proton from the bunch is

opposite the electrode, delayed by 2L/c (i.e. 2x0.11/c = 0.73ns), due to this signal

travelling to the other end of the stripline and back (time T2).

The total bunch length is therefore (T2 2L/c) T1 = (T2 - T1) (2L/c) for bunches

with length > 2L/c.

Now, for the ideal case the zero crossing (Tz-T1) occurs at 0.5x(T2-T1), hence we can

conclude the bunch length as being 2 x (Tz-T1) - (2L/c).

The bunch peak would therefore occur at (Tp-T1) = 0.5 x [ 2(Tz-T1)-(2L/c)] = (Tz-T1) (L/c)

Hence Bunch Peak occurs at Tp = Tz-(L/c)

The time of arrival of the bunch peak can therefore be determined directly from the

zero crossing. As the zero crossing is easy to measure this would in my opinion be

the best approach.

In your case we can therefore state that the peak of the bunch passes the detector end

at 1860.4 0.36 = 1860.04ns
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Figure 2: BPK simulation.

You also correctly state that the reflected pulse has a different shape from the

incident pulse. However this is not due to Doppler effect, just the mismatch of the

stripline and termination and again the low frequency effect of the cable on the initial

pulse. Basically this translates into a lower amplitude and longer tail.

If we calculate the time of arrival of the peak using the 2 extremes (T1= 1859 and

T2=1862.2) then Tp = 1860.24 compared to 1860.04 calculated from the zero crossing.

This slight delay being due to the larger distorted reflected pulse. For me the bunch

arrival from zero crossing is therefore closer to the real value.

I would therefore conclude that the time of the peak bunch passage in this case is

1860.04ns with max uncertainty of <200ps.

Below a comparison of simulation and results, where I have tweaked bunch length and

amplitude to give best fit (note that peak was always set at 1860.04 and not changed).

2.2 Geodesy

For every element we have an exit and entry point. The element center has been taken as the
mean of both points. The BPKs reference point has been moved by 17cm to be aligned with the
strip-line end.

BPK 400099 E 2318,07543 4453,78522 2401,75629 4,08001

BPK 400099 S 2318,44581 4453,52964 2401,75637 4,53

LBPK99= (4.08+4.53)/2+0.17

TT41,BPK,400207,E,2339.72242,4439.07945,2401.76095,30.25002

TT41,BPK,400207,S,2340.09619,4438.82885,2401.76103,30.70001

LBPK207= (30.25002+30.70001)/2+0.17

BFCTI 400344 E 2394,21983 4402,71059 2401,77261 95,76903

BFCTI 400344 S 2394,62416 4402,44821 2401,77269 96,25102

LBCT=(95.76903+96.25102)/2
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Figure 3: The BPK reference point has been taken in front of the strip line, at 170mm from the
axe.

2.3 Pick-ups cable delays

The pick-ups cable delays have been calibrated using reflectometry. A fast pulse has been sent
from HCA442 towards the pick-ups in the absence of beam. Figures 4 and 6 show an average of
the calibration pulses with their corresponding reflection. Figures 5 and 7 show a detail of the
calibration pulse rising edge and the overly of the reflected pulse inversed and advanced until its
first excitation matches that of the calibration pulse.

The cable delays for BPK.400207 to HCA442 are:

δ11 = (tstop11 − tstart11 − 2L/c)/2 = 397.09ns

and for BPK.400099 to HCA442

δ9 = (tstop9 − tstart9 − 2L/c)/2 = 297.56ns

Where tstop and tstart corresponds to the calibration pulse first excitation time. L corresponds
to the strip-line length (170mm) and c = 299792458m/s.

The time of flight between BPK400099, BPK400207 and BCTFI.400344 has been stimated
in the presence of beam. The scope setup is as described in Figure 1. The calculations have been
made with data from four different extractions. The precise time of flight between BPK.400099
and BPK.400207 as measured in HCA442 with the scope has been measured by substracting
the zero crossing of two corresponding bunches and calculating a mean for the 64 bunches on an
extraction.

δ8 − δ7 = 186.72ns

The time of flight between both position monitors can be calculated as:
δ13 = (δ8 − δ7)− (δ11 − δ9)

Resulting in:
δ13 = 87.249ns→ 26.156m
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Figure 4: BPK.400277 reflectometry
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Figure 5: BPK.400099 detail. Blue, direct calibration pulse. Red, overlay of inverted and normalized
reflected pulse.
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Figure 6: BPK.400207 reflectometry
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Figure 7: BPK.400207 detail. Blue, direct calibration pulse; Red, the overlay of inverted and
normalized reflected pulse.
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Figure 8: BCT and pickups sample.

Where the expected value from the layout database is 26.170m, which corresponds to a dis-
crepance of 1.6cm or 53ps. Notice that a common bad aligment in the measurment of δ11 and
δ9 may hide a bigger error.

This result is useful to validate the calibration system. The calculation of the transmission
delay between BCTFI.400344 and the acquisition scope can now be deduced from the time of
flight between one of the pick-ups and the BCT. Figure 8 shows the data taken without delay
correction. Figure 9 show the start and tail detail for the BCT and pick-up signals corrected
with a δ7 for BPK.400207 and δ8 for BPK.400099. For convinience the reference point
taken on the BCT waveform is the maximum and the reference point on the proton
bunch is the proton bunch center passing over the BCT center.

δ8 = 591.42ns
δ7 = 404.70ns

the proton time of flight between BCTFI.400344 and BPK.400099 is:

δ10 = 91.535m/c = 305.33ns
Where c = 299792458m/s

The propagation time from the first bunch protons passing through the BCTFI.400344
reference point to the acquisition scope is

δ5 = δ8 + δ9 − δ10
Which gives:
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Figure 9: Overlay of BCT and pickups. A bunch from one of the database waveforms has also
been overlapped. The rerence point used on the BCT has bean the maximum. The BPK signals
have been delayed by TBCTMAX(n)− Tz(n)− L/c, TBCTMAX(n) is the BCT maximum time for
bunch n, Tz(n) is the BPK signal zero crossing for bunch n and L/c the BPK strip-line delay. For
verification purposes, a BCT signal stored in timber not correspondig to the present spill has been
also overlayed given a mismatch of 200ps between crossing times at a 50% relative level.
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δ5 = 583.68ns

→ Bunch centered at BCTFI.400344 center to maximum on HCA442 scope

3 Error analysis

We can quote 200ps rms for the BPK peak aligment, 400ps rms for reflectometry, 300ps rms for
BCT signal maximum aligment between LECROY and Aquiris and 700ps rms for the geodesy
(we are expecting a calibration at the cm level) and 500ps for uncontrolled offsets in the elec-
tronics. Adding in quadrature we obtain:

σ5 = (0.22 + 0.42 + 0.32 + 0.72 + 0.52)0.5 = 1.0nsrms
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